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Abstract. The paper presents a new deductive rule for verifying response prop-
erties under the assumption of compassion (strong fairness) requirements. It im-
proves on previous rules in that the premises of the new rule are all first order. We
prove that the rule is sound, and present a constructive completeness proof for the
case of finite-state systems. For the general case, we present a sketch of a relative
completeness proof. We report about the implementation of the rule in PVS and
illustrate its application on some simple but non-trivial examples.

1 Introduction

An important component of the formal model of reactive systems is a set offairness
requirements. As suggested by Lamport [13], these should come in two flavors: weak
fairness(to which we refer asjustice requirements) andstrong fairness(to which we
refer ascompassion). Originally, these two distinct notions of fairness were formulated
in terms of enableness and the activation of transitions within a computation, as follows:

• The requirement that transitionτ is just implies that ifτ is continuously enabled
from a certain position on, then it is taken (activated) infinitely many times.
An equivalent formulation is that every computation shouldcontain infinitely many
positions at whichτ is disabled or has just been taken.

• The requirement that transitionτ is compassionateimplies that if τ is enabled
infinitely many times in a computationσ, then it is taken infinitely many times.

Justice requirements are used in order to guarantee that, ina parallel composition of
processes, no process is neglected forever from a certain point on. Compassion, which
is a more stringent requirement, is often associated with coordination statements such as
semaphorerequesty (equivalentlylocky) operations or message passing instructions. It
implies fair arbitration in the allocation of an atomic resource among several competing
processes.

In a more abstract setting, a justice requirement is associated with anassertion(first-
order state formula)J , while a compassion requirement is associated with a pair of
assertions〈p, q〉. With these identifications, the requirements are:

• A computationσ is just with respect to the requirementJ , if σ contains infinitely
many occurrences of states that satisfyJ .

• A computationσ is compassionate with respect to the requirement〈p, q〉, if either
σ contains only finitely manyp-positions orσ contains infinitely manyq-positions.
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To see that these definitions are indeed generalizations of the transition-oriented def-
inition, we observe that the requirement that transitionτ be just can be expressed by
the abstract justice requirementJτ = (¬En(τ)∨Taken(τ)), while the requirement that
transitionτ be compassionate can be expressed by the abstract compassion requirement
Cτ = 〈En(τ),Taken(τ)〉. In these assertions,En(τ) is true at all states on whichτ is
enabled. Similarly,Taken(τ) is true at all states that can result by taking transitionτ .

An important observation is that justice is a special case ofcompassion. This is
because the justice requirementJ can also be expressed as the degenerate compassion
requirement〈1, J〉, where we write1 to denote the assertionTruewhich holds at every
state. In view of this observation, one may raise the naturalquestion of the necessity of
keeping these two separate notions of fairness.

Several answers can be given to this question. On the modeling level, the argu-
ment is that these two notions represent different phenomena. Justice represents the
natural independence of parallel processes in a multi-processing system. Compassion
is typically used to provide an abstract representation of queues and priorities which are
installed by the operating system in order to guarantee fairness in coordination services
provided to parallel processes. There is also a different cost associated with the imple-
mentation of these two notions. In a multi-processor system, justice comes for free and
is a result of the independent progress of parallel processes. In a multi-programming
system, where concurrency is simulated by scheduling, justice can be implemented by
any scheduling scheme that gives each process a fair chance to progress, such as round-
robin scheduling. Compassion, in both types of systems, is usually implemented by
maintenance of queues and use of priorities.

There is also a proof-theoreticanswer to this question which is based on the fact that,
up to now, all the proposed deductive rules for proving properties under the assumption
of compassion were significantly more complex than the rule under the assumption of
justice alone. The main claim of this paper is this need not necessarily be the case, and
there exist deductive rules for verification in which the price of compassion is compa-
rable to that of justice.

1.1 The Legacy Recursive Rule

In the way of a background, we present ruleF-WELL which is derived from the proof
rule presented in [15] and is representative of the different prices traditionally associated
with the distinct notions of fairness. It is modified in orderto represent the transition
from the computational model offair transition systems(used in [15]) to that offair
discrete systems(FDS) which we use here. The rule is presented in Fig. 1.

The FDS (D\{〈pi, qi〉}) is obtained by removing fromD the compassion require-
ment〈pi, qi〉. Thus,(D\{〈pi, qi〉}) has one compassion requirement less thanD.

The rule considers a system (FDS) which has both justice requirements (J ) and
compassion requirements (C). It establishes for this system the temporal propertyp =⇒1 q claiming that everyp-state is followed by aq-state. The rule relies on “helpful”
fairness requirementsF1, . . . , Fn which may be either justice or compassion require-
ments. Premise W3 imposes different conditions on each fairness requirementFi ac-
cording to whetherFi is a compassion or a justice requirement.



RuleF-WELL

For a well-founded domainA : (W,≻),
assertionsp, q, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,
fairness requirementsF1, . . . , Fn ∈ J ∪ C,
and ranking functions∆1 , . . . , ∆n where each∆i : Σ 7→ W

W1. p =⇒ q ∨
∨n

j=1
ϕj

For eachi = 1, . . . , n,

W2. ϕi ∧ ρ =⇒ q′ ∨ (ϕ′

i ∧ ∆i = ∆′

i) ∨
(

∨n

j=1
(ϕ′

j ∧ ∆i ≻ ∆′

j)
)

W3. If Fi = 〈pi, qi〉 ∈ C then
C3. ϕi =⇒ ¬qi

C4. (D\{〈pi, qi〉}) |= (ϕi =⇒ 1 (pi ∨ ¬ϕi)
)

Otherwise (Fi = Ji ∈ J ),
J3. ϕi =⇒ ¬Ji

D |= (p =⇒ 1 q
)

Fig. 1. Legacy (recursive) ruleF-WELL

Consider first the special case in which all the helpful requirements are justice re-
quirements. In this case, we only invoke premise J3 as an instance of W3. For such a
case, the rule provides a real reduction by establishing a temporal property, based on
premises which are all first-order.

On the other hand, if some of the helpful requirements are compassionate, then some
of the premises will include instances of C3 and C4. In this case, some of the premises
are temporal and have a syntactic form similar to the of the conclusion. In such a case,
one may ask whether this is not a circular rule in which the premises are not necessarily
simpler than the conclusion. As observed above, the rule is not really circular because
the premise C4 requires the establishment of a similar temporal property but over a
system with fewer compassion requirements. So while the methodology is still sound, it
appears cumbersome and its application often requires explicit induction on the number
of compassion requirements in the analyzed system.

This explanation serves to illustrate that the applicationof this rule is significantly
more complex and cumbersome in the case that we have compassion requirements, and
the situation is mush simpler if all the fairness requirements are of the justice type. We
refer to this phenomenon by saying that the application of this rule isrecursivein the
presence of compassion requirements.

1.2 A New Flat Rule

The main result of this paper is based on a new deductive rule for response properties
which does not need any recursion in order to handle compassion requirements. The
rule, called RESPONSE, is presented in Fig. 2.

For simplicity, we presented the rule for the case that the system contains only
compassion requirements but no justice requirements. Thisis not a serious restriction
since any original justice requirementJ ∈ JD can be represented by an equivalent



Rule RESPONSE

For a well-founded domainA : (W,≻),
assertionsp, q, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,

compassion requirements〈p1, q1〉, . . . , 〈pn, qn〉 ∈ C,

and ranking functions∆1 , . . . , ∆n where each∆i : Σ 7→ W

R1. p =⇒ q ∨
∨n

j=1
(pj ∧ ϕj)

For eachi = 1, . . . , n,

R2. pi ∧ ϕi ∧ ρ =⇒ q′ ∨
∨n

j=1
(p′

j ∧ ϕ′

j)

R3. ϕi ∧ ρ =⇒ q′ ∨ (ϕ′

i ∧ ∆i = ∆′

i) ∨
∨n

j=1
(p′

j ∧ ϕ′

j ∧ ∆i ≻ ∆′

j)

R4. ϕi =⇒ ¬qi

p =⇒ 1 q

Fig. 2. Deductive rule RESPONSE

compassion requirement〈1, J〉. Similarly to the previous version of this rule, the rule
relies on a set of premises guaranteeing that a computation which contains ap-state that
is not followed by aq-state leads to an infinite chain of descending ranks. Since the
ranks range over a well-founded domainA : (W,≻), this leads to a contradiction.

In view of the simple form of the rule, it appears that, in manycases, the study
and analysis of fair discrete systems can concentrate on thetreatment of compassion
requirements, and deal with justice requirements as a special case of a compassion
requirement. This does not imply that we suggest giving up the class of justice require-
ments altogether. For modeling and implementation of reactive systems, we should keep
these two classes of fairness requirements distinct. However, the main message of this
paper is that, when verifying temporal properties ofFDS’s, the treatment of compas-
sion requirements is conceptually not more complex than thetreatment of justice re-
quirements. Computationally, though, justice is simpler in the same way that checking
emptiness of generalized Büchi automata is simpler than checking emptiness of Street
automata.

The new rule has been implemented in the theorem proverPVS [18]. In fact, it
has been added as an additional rule (and associated strategy) within the PVS-based
temporal proverTLPVS [19]. In order to do so, we had to prove the soundness of the
RESPONSErule within PVS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the com-
putational model of fair discrete systems with its related notions of fairness. We then
illustrate the application of the new rule to three examplesof increasing complexity in
Section 3. The soundness of the rule is stated and proved in Section 4. Section 5 dis-
cusses the question of completeness. For finite-state systems, we present a constructive
proof of completeness which can be used in order to obtain theauxiliary constructs
required for an application of the rule. For infinite-state systems, we sketch a proof
of completeness which is based on a reduction to the proof of completeness of rule
F-WELL, as presented in [15]. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss some related work.



2 The Computational Model

As a computational model, we take afair discrete system(FDS) S = 〈V,Θ, ρ,J , C〉,
where

• V — A set ofsystem variables. A stateof S provides a type-consistent interpreta-
tion of the variablesV . For a states and a system variablev ∈ V , we denote by
s[v] the value assigned tov by the states. LetΣ denote the set of all states overV .

• Θ — The initial condition: An assertion (state formula) characterizing the initial
states.

• ρ(V, V ′) — Thetransition relation: An assertion, relating the valuesV of the vari-
ables in states ∈ Σ to the valuesV ′ in anD-successor states′ ∈ Σ. For a subset
U ⊆ V we definepres(U) as

∧

v∈U (v′ = v). We assume that the system can
alwaysidle, that is, we assume thatρ has the disjunctpres(V ).

• J — A set of justice (weak fairness) requirements (assertions); A computation
must include infinitely many states satisfying each of the justice requirements.

• C — A set ofcompassion (strong fairness)requirements: Each compassion require-
ment is a pair〈p, q〉 of state assertions; A computation should include either only
finitely manyp-states, or infinitely manyq-states.

For an assertionψ, we say thats ∈ Σ is aψ-state ifs |= ψ. A computationof an FDS

S is an infinite sequence of statesσ : s0, s1, s2, ..., satisfying the requirements:

• Initiality : s0 is initial, i.e.,s0 |= Θ.
• Consecution: For eachℓ = 0, 1, ..., statesℓ+1 is aD-successor ofsℓ. I.e.,〈sℓ, sℓ+1〉 |=
ρ(V, V ′) where, for eachv ∈ V , we interpretv assℓ[v] andv′ assℓ+1[v].

• Justice— for everyJ ∈ J , σ contains infinitely many occurrences ofJ-states.
• Compassion: for every〈p, q〉 ∈ C, eitherσ contains only finitely many occurrences

of p-states, orσ contains infinitely many occurrences ofq-states.

A states is calledaccessibleif there exists a path ofρ-steps leading from some initial
state tos.

A system with no compassion requirements is called ajust discrete system(JDS). A
system with no justice requirements is called acompassionate discrete system(CDS).
As previously observed, everyFDS is equivalent to aCDS. Therefore, we do not lose
generality if we present the verification rule RESPONSEfor CDS’s.

As a specification language specifying properties of systems we use linear temporal
logic (LTL ) as presented, for example in [16]. In particular, we are interested in response
formulas of the formp =⇒ 1 q (abbreviating0 (p→ 1 q)). This formula states that
everyp-state is followed by aq-state. Given anFDS D and anLTL formulaϕ, we say
thatϕ is valid overD (isD-valid) if every computation ofD satisfiesϕ.

Reconsider rule RESPONSEas presented in Fig. 2. The rule assumes a well founded
domainA : (W,≻). Such a domain consists of a non-empty setW and a partial order≻
overW , such that there does not exists an infinite descending chainα0 ≻ α1 ≻ a2 ≻
· · · , of elementsai ∈ W . The rule establishes the validity of the response property
p =⇒ 1 q over aCDS D, wherep andq are assertions (first-order state formulas).
In order to do so, the rule focuses on a list of (not necessarily disjoint) compassion



requirements〈p1, q1〉, . . . 〈pn, qn〉 ∈ C. With each compassion requirement〈pi, qi〉 we
associate ahelpful assertionϕi and aranking function∆i : Σ 7→ W , mapping states
of D into elements ofA.

One of the differences between the application of rule RESPONSEand that of rule
F-WELL is that, in applications ofF-WELL, the helpful assertions are typically dis-
joint. That is, every state satisfies at most one helpful assertion. In applications of rule
RESPONSEthere is typically an overlap among the helpful assertions.Typically, for a
compassion requirement〈pi, qi〉, wherepi is not identically true, every state satisfying
ϕi ∧ ¬pi satisfies at least one more helpful assertionϕj for j 6= i.

3 Examples of Verification

In this section we present three examples illustrating the application of rule RESPONSE

to proofs of response properties of simple programs. In all cases we assume that the
programs are represented asCDS in which we encoded the justice requirements as de-
generate compassion requirement of the form〈1, J〉.

Example 1 (Conditional Termination).
Consider programCOND-TERM presented in Fig. 3.

x, y : natural init x = 0








ℓ1 : while y > 0 do
[

ℓ2 : x := {0, 1}
ℓ3 : y := y + 1 − 2x

]

ℓ4 :









Fig. 3. Conditionally Terminating ProgramCOND-TERM

This program has three standard justice requirementsJ1, . . . , J3, associated with
the statementsℓ1, . . . , ℓ3. The justice requirement associated withℓi is Ji : ¬at−ℓi
which requires that the program makes infinitely many visitsto a location which is
different from ℓi, thus guaranteeing that execution does not get stuck at location ℓi.
Such a requirement is necessary in the context of concurrentprograms. In addition to
these three justice requirements, we also append to the system the compassion require-
ment 〈at−ℓ3 ∧ x = 0, 0〉, requiring that there will be only finitely many states satis-
fying at−ℓ3 ∧ x = 0. This implies that, from a certain point on, all visits toℓ3 must
be with a positive value ofx. Obviously, under these fairness requirements, program
COND-TERM must terminate.



To prove this fact, using rule RESPONSE, we choose the following constructs for
n = 4, whereFi is thei’th compassion requirement appearing in the list:

i Fi ϕi ∆i

1 〈1,¬at−ℓ1〉 at−ℓ1 (1, y, 2)
2 〈1,¬at−ℓ2〉 at−ℓ2 ∧ y > 0 (1, y, 1)
3 〈1,¬at−ℓ3〉 at−ℓ3 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x = 1 (1, y, 0)
4 〈at−ℓ3 ∧ x = 0, 0〉 at−ℓ1..3 ∧ y ≥ at−ℓ2,3 ∧ x ∈ {0, 1} 1

As assertionsp andq we takeat−ℓ1 andat−ℓ4, respectively. The well-founded domain
is the domain of triples of natural numbers. The rank∆4 : 1 is an abbreviation of the
triple (1, 0, 0). The application of this rule already demonstrates the phenomenon of
overlap among the helpful assertions. For example, every state satisfyingϕ4 satisfies
alsoϕi for somei ∈ [1..3].

The validity of the premises of rule RESPONSEfor this choice has been verified
using the theorem proverPVS [18]. ⊓⊔

Next we consider the example ofmutual exclusion by semaphores.

Example 2 (Muxsem).
Consider programMUX -SEM presented in Fig. 4.

local y : boolean init y = 1

n

i=1

P [i] ::













loop forever do








ℓ1 : NonCritical
ℓ2 : requesty
ℓ3 : Critical
ℓ4 : releasey





















Fig. 4.Mutual Exclusion by Semaphores. ProgramMUX -SEM

For this program we wish to prover the response property

at−ℓ2[1] =⇒ 1 at−ℓ3[1]

To prove this property, using rule RESPONSE, we choose the following constructs:

i Fi ϕi ∆i

1 〈at−ℓ2[1] ∧ y, at−ℓ3[1]〉 at−ℓ2[1] 0
(3, j), j > 1 〈1,¬at−ℓ3[j]〉 at−ℓ2[1] ∧ at−ℓ3[j] 2
(4, j), j > 1 〈1,¬at−ℓ4[j]〉 at−ℓ2[1] ∧ at−ℓ4[j] 1

We also use the following auxiliary invariant:

ϕ : y +

n
∑

i=1

at−ℓ3,4[i] = 1

⊓⊔



Finally, we consider the example ofdining philosophers.

Example 3 (Dining Philosophers).
Consider programMUX -SEM presented in Fig. 5.

local f : array [1..n] of boolean init f = 1

n−1

i=1

P [i] ::





















loop forever do
















ℓ0 : NonCritical
ℓ1 : requestf [i]
ℓ2 : requestf [i + 1]
ℓ3 : Critical
ℓ4 : releasef [i]
ℓ5 : releasef [i + 1]





































‖ P [n] ::





















loop forever do
















ℓ0 : NonCritical
ℓ1 : requestf [1]
ℓ2 : requestf [n]
ℓ3 : Critical
ℓ4 : releasef [1]
ℓ5 : releasef [n]





































Fig. 5. Dining Philosophers. ProgramDINE-PHIL

For this program we wish to prover the response property

at−ℓ1[2] =⇒ 1 at−ℓ3[2]

which captures the property ofaccessibilityfor processP [2]. According to this property,
wheneverP [2] exits its non-critical sectionℓ0, it will eventually enter its critical section
at locationℓ3.

In order to enumerate the fairness requirements (as well as transitions) for this sys-
tem we use the indexing scheme(j, k), wherej : 1..n ranges over process indices, and
k : 0..5 ranges over locations. To prove this property, using rule RESPONSE, we choose
the following constructs:

(j, k) F(j,k) ϕ(j,k) ∆(j,k)

(2, 2) 〈at−ℓ2[2] ∧ f [3], at−ℓ3[2]〉 at−ℓ2[2] 0

(j : [3..n], k : [3..4]) 〈1,¬at−ℓk[j]〉
∧j−1

i=2 at−ℓ2[i]
)

∧ at−ℓk[j] (0, j, 5 − k)

(j : [3..n− 1], 2) 〈at−ℓ2[j] ∧ f [j + 1], at−ℓ3[j]〉
∧j

i=2 at−ℓ2[i] (0, j, 3)

(n, 5) 〈1,¬at−ℓ5[n]〉
∧n−1

i=2 at−ℓ2[i]
)

∧ at−ℓ5[n] (0, n, 0)
(2, 1) 〈at−ℓ1[2] ∧ f [2], at−ℓ2[2]〉 at−ℓ1[2] 1

(1, k : [3..5]) 〈1,¬at−ℓk[1]〉 at−ℓ1[2] ∧ at−ℓk[1] (1, 1, 5 − k)

We also use the following auxiliary invariant:
∧n−2

i=1 (at−ℓ3..5[i] + at−ℓ2..4[i+ 1] + f [i+ 1] = 1) ∧
at−ℓ3..5[n− 1] + at−ℓ3..5[n] + f [n] = 1 ∧
at−ℓ2..4[1] + at−ℓ2..4[n] + f [1] = 1

The validity of the premises of rule RESPONSEfor this choice has been verified
using the theorem proverPVS. In Appendix A of [21] we present the program in the
format accepted byTLPVS. Appendix B of [21] presents theTLPVS proof of accessibil-
ity according to the previously presented constructs. ⊓⊔



It is interesting to compare the proof of accessibility for the Dining Philosophers
(programDINE-PHIL) to previous deductive proofs of the same property. Due to the
recursiveness of the previous rule, such proofs would necessarily be based on an ex-
plicit induction, proceeding from processP [n] down to lower indexed processes. Such
a proof is presented, for example, in [17]. In view of this, itis fair to say that the proof
presented here is the first mechanically assisted deductiveproof of accessibility for pro-
gramDINE-PHIL for arbitraryn > 1 number of processes.

Alternative formal proofs of this property can be given, based on various abstraction
methods. For example, the papers [12] and [9] show how to prove this property, using
thenetwork invariant methodof [28].

4 Soundness of the Rule

We will now prove the soundness of rule RESPONSEfor proving the response property
p =⇒ 1 q.

Claim 1. Rule RESPONSEis sound. That is, if the premises of the rule are valid over an
CDSD, then so is the conclusion.

Proof
Assume, for a proof by contradiction, that the premises of the rule are valid but the con-
clusion is not. This means that there exists a computationσ : s0, s1, . . . and a position
j ≥ 0 such thatsj |= p and no statesk, for k ≥ j satisfiesq. With no loss of generality,
we can takej = 0.

According to premises R1 and R2 and the assumption that no state satisfiesq, any
statesr satisfiespi ∧ϕi for somei ∈ [1..n]. Since there are only finitely many different
i’s, there exists a cutoff indext ≥ 0 such that for everyi andr ≥ t, sr |= pi ∧ ϕi iff σ
contains infinitely many(pi ∧ ϕi)-positions.

Consider positionr1 = t. Choosei1 to be the index such thatsr1
|= pi1 ∧ ϕi1 .

According to R3 and the assumption thatσ contains noq-position, then eitherϕi1 holds
at all positionsr ≥ r1, or there exists a positionr2 ≥ r1 and an indexi2 such that
sr2

|= pi2 ∧ ϕi2 and∆i1(sr1
) ≻ ∆i2(sr2

). We will show thatϕi1 cannot hold at all
positionsr ≥ r1.

If ϕi1 holds continuously beyondr1, then due to premise R4 so does¬qi1 . This
violates the requirement of compassion〈pi1 , qi1〉, sincepi1 ∧ ϕi1 holding atr1 ≥ t

implies thatpi1 ∧ ϕi1 (and thereforepi1 ) holds at infinitely many positions.
We conclude that there exists a positionr2 ≥ r1 and an indexi2 such thatsr2

|=
pi2 ∧ ϕi2 and∆i1(sr1

) ≻ ∆i2(sr2
).

We now repeat the argument previously applied toi1 in order to conclude the
existence of a positionr3 ≥ r2 and an indexi3 such thatsr3

|= pi3 ∧ ϕi3 and
∆i2(sr2

) ≻ ∆i3(sr3
).

Continuing in this manner, we derive an infinite sequence such that

∆i1(sr1
) ≻ ∆i2 (sr2

) ≻ ∆i3(sr3
) ≻ · · ·

which is impossible due to the well-foundedness ofA.



We conclude that there cannot exist a computationσ violating the response property
p =⇒ 1 q if the premises of rule RESPONSEare all valid.

This proof of soundness has been formalized and mechanically verified, usingPVS.
In Appendix C of [21] we present thePVS theory of a variant of the rule. Appendix D
presents the proof of soundness of this variant.

5 Completeness of the Rule

In this section we consider the completeness of rule RESPONSE. Completeness means
that, whenever a response propertyp =⇒ 1 q is valid over aCDS D, there exist aux-
iliary constructs consisting of a list of compassion requirements〈p1, q1〉, . . . , 〈pn, qn〉
and associated lists of helpful assertionsϕ1, . . . , ϕn and ranking functions∆1, . . . , ∆n

which, together, satisfy the premises of rule RESPONSE.

5.1 Finite-State Systems

We consider first the case of finite-state systems. Here, we actually present an algorithm
that produces the auxiliary constructs for the case that theCDSD satisfies the response
propertyp =⇒ 1 q.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the rudiments of model checking. In
particular, we will be using the following formulas as representing elementary model-
cheking computations:

• For assertionsp andq, the formulaE(pSq) captures the set of all states that are
reachable from aq-state by a (ρ-)path all of whose states, except possibly the first,
satisfy q. A special case isE Q q = E(1Sq) characterizing all states that are
reachable from aq-state.

• The formulaE(pU q) captures the set of states which originate a path leading to a
q-state, such that all the states in the path, except possiblythe last, satisfyp.

Model Checking Response Under CompassionConsider a finite-stateCDS D and a
response propertyp =⇒ 1 q. The following algorithm can be used in order to model
check whether the response property is valid overD.

Algorithm mc resp(D, p, q)
Let X := E((¬q)S (accessibleD ∧ p ∧ ¬q))
Fix(X)

Let X := X ∧
∧n

i=1(¬pi ∨ E(X U (X ∧ qi)))
end-Fix(X)
if (X = 0) then return 1 else return0

The algorithm contains several expressions using the model-checking formulas intro-
duced above. The expressionaccessibleD = E Q Θ captures the set of all accessible
states withinCDS D. The expressionE((¬q)S (accessibleD ∧ p ∧ ¬q)) describes all



states which are reachable from an accessiblep-state by a finiteq-free path. Finally,
the expressionE(X U (X ∧ qi)) describes all states from which there exists anX-path
within D leading to aqi-state.

Thus, the algorithm places inX the set of all states which are reachable from an
accessiblep-state via aq-free path. Then it successively remove fromX all pi-states
which do not initiate anX-path leading to aqi-state.

Finally, the property isD-valid iff the final value ofX is empty.

Extracting the Auxiliary Constructs We will now present an algorithm which ex-
tracts a deductive proof according to rule RESPONSEfrom a successful model checking
verification of a response propertyp =⇒ 1 q. The algorithm can be viewed as an
interleaving of algorithmmc resp interspersed with steps that incrementally construct
ranks{1, . . . , f} and, for each ranki ∈ [1..f ], identifies an associated compassion
requirement〈pi, qi〉, and a helpful assertionϕi.

Algorithm Extract constructs

0 : Let X := E((¬q)S (accessibleD ∧ p ∧ ¬q))
1 : Let d := 0
2 : fix(X)





























3 : For i ∈ [1...n] do
























4 : Let ψ := X ∧ ¬E(X U (X ∧ qi))
5 : If ψ ∧ pi 6= 0 then

















6 : Let d := d+ 1
7 : Let Kd := ψ ∧ pi

8 : Let ϕd := E(ψ S (ψ ∧ pi))
9 : Let Fd := (pi, qi)

10 : Let ∆d := d

11 : Let X := X ∧ ¬Kd





































































In line 4 we compute inψ the set of allX-states from which there exists noX-path
leading to aqi-state. In line 5 we check whether there exists api-state belonging toψ.
If we find at least one such state then we have discovered a new assertionϕd. In line 7
we place inKd the set of states which form the kernel of the newly discovered assertion.
In line 8 we defineϕd to consist of all the states reachable from api-state by aψ-path.
In lines 9 and 10 we defineFd and∆d to be(pi, qi) andd, respectively. Finally, in line
11 we remove fromX all states satisfyingψ ∧ pi = pd ∧ ϕd = Kd.

The following claim states the correctness of this extraction algorithm.

Claim 2. If the response propertyp =⇒ 1 q is valid overCDS D, then Algorithm
Extractconstructs produces auxiliary constructs which satisfy the premises of rule RE-
SPONSE.

Proof
Assume that the response propertyp =⇒ 1 q is valid overCDSD, and we successfully
apply AlgorithmExtract constructs. Let us denote byX0 ⊃ X1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Xf−1 ⊃
Xf = 0 the successive values assumed by variableX in the application of the al-
gorithm. Note that we view the values of the variables appearing in the program as



assertions (represented asBDD’s) as well as the sets of state defined by these assertions.
For example,Xf = 0 means that this assertion is equivalent tofalseand also that it
denotes the empty set.

Note thatX0 denotes the set ofpending states. These are the states that can be
reached from an accessiblep-state by aq-free path. Observe that the successor of an
X0-state is either anotherX0-state, or is a state satisfyingq. Also note that, for each
r = 1, . . . , f, Xr = Xr−1 −Kr = Xr−1 − (pr ∧ϕr). We will consider in turn each of
the premises and show that it holds for the extracted constructs.

Premise R1 claims that every (accessible)p-states satisfiesq or pj ∧ ϕj , for some
j ∈ [1..f ]. Indeed, ifs does not satisfyq, it belongs toX0, and since allX0-states are
eliminated by the algorithm,s must belong to someKj = (pj ∧ ϕj).

Premise R2 requires that every successor of an (accessible)states that satisfies
pi ∧ ϕi must satisfyq or pj ∧ ϕj for somej ∈ [1..f ]. Obviously states belongs toX0.
Let sb be any successor ofs. As previously observed,sb must satisfyq or belong toX0.
In the latter case, by an argument similar to the one presented for premise R1,sb must
belong toKj = (pj ∧ ϕj), for somej ∈ [1..f ].

Premise R3 considers an (accessible) statesa that satisfiesϕi and its successorsb.
It requires showing thatsb satisfiesq, or satisfiesϕi and has the same rank assa, or
satisfiespj ∧ϕj for somej and has a rank lower than that ofsa. Since, in our construc-
tion, every state that satisfiesϕr has a rank∆r = r, this is equivalent to requiring that
sb must satisfyq orϕi or pj ∧ ϕj for somej < i. The fact thats belongs toϕi implies
thats can be reached from api-state by aXi−1-pathπ such that no state inπ initiates
anXi−1-path leading to aqi-state. Considersb the successor ofsa. If sb belongs to
Xi−1, then it satisfiesϕi. Otherwise,sb may satisfyq which is also acceptable by R3.
The remaining option is thatsb belongs toX0 −Xi−1. In this case,sb must have been
removed fromX in some earlier stage and, therefore must satisfypj ∧ ϕj for some
j < i.

Finally, we consider premise R4 which requires showing thatevery accessibleϕi-
states cannot satisfyqi. By the definition ofϕi, s can be reached from api-state by a
Xi−1-pathπ such that no state inπ initiates anXi−1-path leading to aqi-state. Sinces
itself is a member ofπ, it cannot satisfyqi.

5.2 The General Case

Next, we consider the general case of systems with potentially infinitely many states.
Here, we can only claim relative completeness. Completeness is relative to assertional
validity. That is, we prove that if the temporal conclusion is valid over aCDS, then
there exist appropriate constructs expressible in an assertional languageL such that the
premises of the rule are assertionally valid ,i.e. state valid. Furthermore, as shown in
[26], the languageL should contain the expressive power of theµ-calculus over the
underlying domain.

The approach we present here for establishing this relativecompleteness is based
on a reduction of rule RESPONSEto the legacy ruleF-WELL which, as shown in [15],
is complete relative to assertional validity.

Claim 3. Rule RESPONSEis complete relative to assertional validity for proving re-
sponse properties of arbitraryCDS’s.



Proof Sketch
Assume that the response propertyp =⇒ 1 q is valid over theCDS D. We prove that
there exist constructs satisfying the premises of rule RESPONSE. The proof is by induc-
tion on the number of compassion requirements inCDSD. LetD containC compassion
requirements. Assume by induction that the theorem is correct for all systems with a
number of compassion requirements that is smaller thanC. We invoke the complete-
ness theorem for ruleF-WELL which has been established in [15]. This yields constructs
which satisfy the premises of ruleF-WELL. In particular, for eachi ∈ [1..n], premise
C4 guarantees the validity of the entailmentDi |= (ϕi =⇒ 1 (pi ∨ ¬ϕi)), whereCDS

Di stands forD\{〈pi, qi〉}, and is obtained by removing the compassion requirement
〈pi, qi〉 fromD.

Since eachDi has fewer compassion requirements thanC, we apply the com-
pleteness claim of rule RESPONSEassumed by induction. This yields the identifica-
tion of compassion requirementsF i

1 , . . . , F
i
ni and their associated helpful assertions

ϕi
1, . . . , ϕ

i
ni and ranking functions∆i

1, . . . , ∆
i
ni . We are now ready to identify the con-

structs necessary for the proof forCDSD.
These consist of the compassion requirementsF1, . . . , Fn associated with the help-

ful assertionsϕ1, . . . , ϕn, and the ranking functions(∆1, 0), . . . , (∆n, 0). The ranking
functions are obtained by lexicographic tuples formed by padding the rankings∆i on
the right by zeros.

In addition, for eachi = 1, . . . , n,we add the compassion requirementsF i
1 , . . . , F

i
ni

and their associated helpful assertionsϕi ∧ ϕi
1, . . . , ϕi ∧ ϕi

ni and ranking functions
(∆i, ∆

i
1), . . . , (∆i, ∆

i
ni). Note that the helpful assertions are obtained by conjuncting

the original helpful assertions withϕi, and the ranking functions are obtaining by a
lexicographic tuple that prefixes the original ranking with∆i.

The entire treatment in this paper focused on the special progress property of re-
sponse. However, as shown in [11], once we know how to verify response properties,
we can use the same methodology for proving an arbitraryLTL property. Letϕ be an
arbitraryLTL formula. In order to verifyD |= ϕ, it is sufficient to verify the response
property(D ‖|T [¬ϕ]) |= (Θ =⇒ 1 0), whereT [¬ϕ] is atemporal testerwhose com-
putations are all state sequences that satisfy¬ϕ. This tester is composed in parallel with
D to form aCDS whose computations are all computations ofD which violateϕ.

6 Related Work

There has been much work dealing with deductive verificationof liveness properties
under fairness. However, only a small fraction of this work considered compassion and
suggested direct approaches for dealing with this special kind of fairness. In most cases,
fairness has been reduced away, often by coupling it with thetemporal property to be
proven. This is the standard treatment of multiple justice requirements, and certainly
that of compassion, in model checking, in particular, the automata theoretic approach
in which the property is described by a non-deterministic B¨uchi automata. We refer the
reader to [27] and [4] for a description of this reduction method.

The key reference upon which this work improves is [15] whichformulated the first
complete rule for liveness under compassion. Much work has been done on the deduc-



tive verification of liveness properties inspired by theSTePproject [14]. Representative
contributions of this work is presented in [25] and [3]. However, very little attention
has been paid in this work to the special case of compassion, which has always been
considered a specially difficult case.

Much work has also been invested in methods for automatically finding ranking
functions for proving liveness properties and termination. Representative contributions
are [8], [5], and [2]. Again, the context of this work when addressing systems with
fairness has usually been that of justice.

Another approach to the verification of liveness propertiescan be based on abstrac-
tion. In this approach, we abstract a system into a finite-state system and verify the
property on the abstract system. As pointed out in [10], the usual state abstraction if
often inadequate in order to capture liveness properties. Therefore the paper introduces
the notion ofranking abstractionwhich abstracts also changes in ranking. This concept
has been further elaborated in [1]. Another solution to the problem has been proposed
by Podelski and Rybalchenko who in [23] extend predicate abstraction ([24]) by em-
ploying predicates over program transitions, rather than states. In this way, the abstrac-
tion preserves the argument for proving termination (general liveness is handled by a
reduction to fair termination). An elaboration of this workis [7], where Cook, Podelski,
and Rybalchenko present a framework for verifying termination, which formalizes dual
refinements – of transition predicate abstraction and of transition invariants [22]. The
framework as presented in [7] lacks any notion of fairness. Therefore, [20, 6] extend it
to allow for fairness requirements.
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